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Reconciler v2.x
Reconciler v2.x is a Windows based Bank
Reconciliation software developed with the
latest programming tool (Powerbuilder and
a client/server Sybase SQL Anywhere
database technology.
Reconciler has the following benefits:
♦ A standard SQL database engine
♦ High security
♦ Easy Icon to represent all available

modules in the program
♦ Import/Export of data in reconciler
♦ Well formatted report

Reconciler Bank
Account Module
Maintain the list of
bank accounts of
the organisation.
The following
operations can be
performed in the
Bank Account
module: Retrieve
the list of bank
account, Add a new bank account, delete an existing bank account, update changes
made, easy query method, import and export data

Cashbook Transaction
Module
Maintain the list of
cashbook transactions.  You
may type in cashbook
transactions using the Add
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Row button in the list window or using the form window.  You may also import them
from your existing system, using the Import button.

When importing data, you are prompted for the systems prompts you for the Account
code for the corresponding GL transactions you are importing.

Bank Statement Module

Maintain the list of bank
statement entries.  This is
done either on a tabular
format or form format.
The tabular list is first
displayed.  To open the
form, click the Form
button.

Bank Statement can also
be imported into
reconciler, this is achieve
by clicking the import
button, while the system
prompts you for the
Account code you are importing the data for. Reconciler import the data according to
the Bank Statement importation setting that has been specified in the option modules
of the program. Ensure that the setting in the option module for the Bank you are
importing correspond to the way the data are arranged in the soft copy of the bank
Statement received from you respective banks.

Begin Cycle Module
Start a new
reconciliation period.
You specify the
starting and ending
dates for the period
and an option that
indicates whether to
clear existing bank
statement and
cashbook entries, and
also to retain un-reconciled items

Reconcile Module
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Perform bank
reconciliation.  The
bank statement entries
are matched against the
GL entries and the non-
matching items are
listed in a report.
Reconciler provide two
option of reconciliation,
they are reconcile on
Amount and Reference
and reconcile on
Amount only.

So also Start afresh when check indicate that the reconciliation process for the
specific period is perform all afresh.

A manual reconciliation button is provided for un-reconciled items in the cashbook
and in the Bank Statement. This option let you pick a transaction in the caskbook and
click the corresponding bank statement transaction for that transaction and vise-versa.
When the amounts tally, the reconcile buttons becomes active and the you click to
indicate reconciliation of the checked transaction.

Reconciler generates three kinds of reports:
1. Simplified Report: The simplified report displays the items in bank statement that

are not in Cashbook vise-versa.
2. Comprehensive report: The comprehensive report displays the additions and the

deduction in the two statements. And print/calculate the opening/closing balances
for the cashbook and bank statement.

3. Group Comprehensive: This report is the standard accounting style of generating
the reconciliation report. Its break all un-reconciled items into schedule of Add
and Deduct and also give a break down of all the schedules.

Audit trail Module

Maintain the log
of system usage
- who used the
application,
what they did
and when.  You
may view, print
or clear the
audit trail
information
when satisfied
with the report
of user action on the system.
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Report Module
The report modules
provide opportunity to
generates other reports
that are not avaiolable in
the reconcile module,
such reports are:

♦ Reconcialiation
Report: This is an
option thatlets you
view the group
comprehensive reort
again.

♦ Unreconciles Bank Statement Item. Generates all un-reconciled Bank Statement
items.

♦ Unreconciled Cashbook Item. Generates all unreconciled Cashbook items
♦ Reconciliation History: The reconciliation history give an overview of how the

reconciliation was perform, i.e how the items in the caskbook are matched with
item in the coreesponding bank statement data.

User List Module

This option will maintain the list of users and the options they have access to.  A
Supervisor user has access to all options; otherwise a user will be able to execute only
the functions checked against his or her name.  Each new user is assigned a default
password, which the user may change after logging in.  Ask a Supervisor user for the
default password if it is forgotten

Options Module
The option module is the modules in reconciler where importation setting are made and some
other system settings.
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Change Password Module

This option lets you change your password.  You must first supply the old password
before you can change to a new password.

Online Help

Browse the online documentation.

1. General software features
1.1. Security
Each user of the system will have an ID, a personal password, and a list of permitted
activities.  Hence no unauthorised user would be able to use the system without the
required ID and password.  In the client/server version, any workstation that does not
have Reconciler on it will not be able to access the database on the server.

1.2. Windows features
Being a Windows application Reconciler uses Windows services such as for printing,
and also conforms to the guidelines for the Windows user interface.

1.3. Data entry
Entering data in Reconciler is through browse lists and data entry forms, as in the
following illustration.

Browse lists are used to manage records with few data fields, while forms are used for
records with many fields.  Browse lists are resizable grids, with movable and resizable
columns.

On each data entry form, buttons are available for data management, as shown in the
previous illustration.

Ordinarily you would enter data via the keyboard by typing.  For most data items the
main restriction would be in the number of characters you may type.  The standard
Windows data entry controls are also used, such as listboxes, combo lists, and
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checkboxes and radio buttons.  All dates allow 4-digit years, to avoid the Year 2000
problem.

1.4. Reporting
Formatted reconciliation reports when generated may be viewed on screen or printed.
The data entry screens also have Print buttons to produce quick printouts of data on
the screen.

The formatted reconciliation reports have the following markers:
User id stamp, this identifies the user that generated the report as well as the software
version.

Date stamp: This follows the user id stamp and shows the date and time the report was
generated, from the system clock.

Page number: This appears at the bottom of the report and includes the current page
as well as the number of pages.

2. Application structure

Reconciler is a client/server application that also works as a stand-alone desktop
application.  It is table-based.

2.1. Client/Server
Sybase SQL anywhere is the server RDBMS, with Reconciler communicating data
requirement and modification instructions from workstations to and from the server.
(Implementation on other RDBMS environments is possible.)

2.2. Table-based
Any client/server system worth its salt has to be table-based.  Reconciler uses tables
to record and process data.  It uses parameter table as well as look-up tables to hold
data that control how it works.  Users can maintain the look-up tables.  As much as
possible, embedding of data values in program code has been avoided.

3. Other features

3.1. System enquiry
Reconciler offers authorized users access to all available information.  Users have a
simple facility such as shown on the following illustration to construct queries.

3.2. Auditing
There is an audit table with restricted access in which the user ID, date and time are
recorded for all entry exits and operational activities within Reconciler.

3.3. Referential integrity

The RDBMS ensures that data integrity is maintained at all times.  Values that should
be defined in look-up tables must exist before records are saved at all.  Similarly
before any record could be deleted, it must not have other records depending on it,
unless these may also be deleted automatically
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